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Report 3rd World Urdu Conference
26th to 28th November 2015

Mauritius
A great success

Abeenaaz Janally
Urdu Teacher in Mauritius

The 3rd World Urdu Conference was organized from
26th to 28th November 2015 by the Urdu Speaking Union
in collaboration with the High Commission of India and
Ministry of Arts & Culture at the Indira Gandhi Centre
for Indian Culture(IGCIC), Phoenix. The theme of the
conference was “The Relevance of Urdu in the globalised
world”.

Delegates from different countries namely India, Pakistan,
Germany and Egypt who participated in the conference
are as follows:

India
1. Prof. Dr. Khwaja Mohd Ekramuddin (Prof. Centre

of Indian Languages, Jawaharlal Nehru University,
Delhi)

2. Prof Ejaz Ali Arshad ((Vice Chancellor, Mazharul
Haq University, Patna- he is also an eminent Urdu
poet)
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3. Prof Ali Ahmad Fatmi(Prof & Head Dept of Urdu
Allahabad University, Allahabad, Uttar Pradesh)

4. Dr Mohammad Kazim(Prof. at the University of
Delhi & Critic)

5. Mrs Shagufta Yasmin(Anchor Zee Salaam, Senior
Research Fellow, Ministry of Culture, Govt. of India)

6. Prof Syed Mohd Anwar Alam(Chairperson Centre
of Indian Languages, JNU and poet)

7. Mr Chander Bhan Khayal(Eminent Urdu Poet, Delhi)

8. Mr Rajesh Narayan Reddy(Eminent Urdu Poet,
Mumbai)

9. Dr. Waseem Begum (Assisant Director, Maulana
Azad National Urdu University)

10. Dr. Prof. M. Shafey Kidwai(Professor in Mass
Communication, Aligarh Muslim University)

11. Dr. Bhupinder Singh Parihar(Eminent writer & Poet)

12. Dr. Sreenivasarao Kruthiventi(Secretary of Sahitya
Academy)

Pakistan:
13. Prof Dr. Tehsin Firaqi(Critic and Poet, Punjab

University, Lahore)

14. Prof Dr. Zulqarnanin Ahmed(Urdu Professor at
Karachi University, Critic and Poet)

15. Mr Adeel Khan Burki (famous Ghazal singer from
Pakistan)

Germany:
16. Dr Christina Oesterheld(Urdu Prof Heidelberg,

Germany)
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Egypt:
17. Prof Dr Galal Elsaid(Urdu Prof in Cairo University)

THURSDAY 26TH NOVEMBER 2015

The opening ceremony was held on Thursday 26th

November 2015at the Indira Gandhi Centre for Indian
Culture, Phoenix. We had the pleasure of having as Chief
Guest, The President of the Republic of Mauritius, Her
Excellency Mrs. Ameenah Gurib-Fakim, GCSK, CSK, PhD.
The High Commissioner of India, H.E. Mr Anup Kumar
Mudgal, Deputy, Head of Mission, High Commission of
Pakistan, Mr Ahmad Nadeem Mustafa and the Minister
of Arts & Culture, Honorable Santaram Baboo, Hon.
Ministers, ambassadors and many eminent personalities
graced the function by their distinguished presence.

Academic sessions:

The first academic session started on Thursday 26th

November 2015 in the afternoon from 13hr30 to 16hr. It
was conducted by Mr.Chandar Bhan Khayal and presided
by Professor Ejaz Ali Arshad.

The first speaker, Prof Ahmad Ali Fatmi, in his paper
“Worldwide popularity of Urdu Language’’ said that
since 1857 till 1947, Urdu has been representing the culture
and civilization of the whole country. Speaking on his
travelogue, he stressed upon the spread of Urdu in the
whole world.

Dr Bhupinder Singh Parihar’s paper was entitled
“Urdu, a language of collective cultural Psyche”. He
spoke on different languages from which Urdu came into
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existence. Therefore, Urdu is known by several names
which prove that Urdu is a language which bears a
collective Linguistics civilization.

The second session on the same day was conducted
by Dr Mohammad Kazim and presided by Dr Khwaja
Ekramuddin.

Prof. Dr Tehsin Firaqi, in his paper “Urdu; A medium
of Higher Education” talked about those institutions
which contributed in the promotion, propagation and
translation of Scientific Education and proved that Urdu
is a rich language having a huge treasure of vocabularies
and terminologies.

Prof Syed Mohd Anwar Alam presented his paper
“Contemporary Media and Urdu” where he unveiled that
every language represents its own culture. Likewise, Urdu
was gradually promoted and achieved success by
reflecting the Indian collective culture. Through Indian
and Pakistani Media, Urdu has paved his way and is
largely being used in journalism, Television, Radio,
Theatre, film etc.

Cultural Programme:

On the same day, the first cultural programme,
“Alamee-Mushaira” was held at 20hr30. The following
poets participated in same:
1. Mr Saeed Meeajun (Mauritian poet)
2. Dr Swabir Goodur (Mauritian poet)
3. Mr Adil khan Burki (also a famous Ghazal singer from

Pakistan)
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4. Mr Rajesh Narayan Reddy (Eminent Urdu Poet,
Mumbai)

5. Dr Bhupinder Singh Parihaar (Eminent writer & Poet)
6. Prof Syed Mohammad Anwar Alam (Chairperson

Centre of Indian Languages, Jawharlal Nehru
University and Eminent Urdu Poet)

7. Prof Ejaz Ali Arshad (Vice Chancellor, Mazharul Haq
University, Patna, and Eminent Urdu Poet)

8. Mr Chander Bhan Khayal (Eminent Urdu Poet, Delhi)
9. Dr. Zulqarnain Ahmed (Critic, Poet & Prof at Karachi

University)
10. Prof Tehsin Firaqi (Critic, Poet - Punjab University,

Lahore)

The “Mushaira” was conducted by Dr Shagufta
Yasmin, Anchor Zee Salaam Tv, India as well as News
presenter at DD News, India. The sweetness of her voice
and marvelous Urdu conquered the heart of one and all
and ultimately became the star of the conference. Dr
Shagufta was the MC also for the Ghazal Programme held
on Friday 27th November and for the Qawwali Programme
held on Saturday 28th November 2015.

Friday 27th November 2015

The first session was conducted by Prof Ali Ahmad
Fatmi and presided by Dr Shagufta Yasmin.

Dr Khwaja Ekramuddin read his paper entitled “Urdu
& Modern Technology”. In his speech, he highlighted that
Media and technology are of significant importance in
today’s era. The future of tomorrow is mainly dependant to
this field and no one can remain aloof from it.
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Prof Dr Shafey Kidwai read his paper “The Relevance
of Urdu Fiction in the globalized world”. He laid
emphasis on how Urdu fiction is a part and parcel of
human life. Urdu Fiction is playing a vital role by
demonstrating the circle of life through this means of
literature.

Soon after, Mr Chander Bhan Khayal took the floor
and read his paper “Urdu Poetry in the globalized
world”. He concluded that Urdu is not only a language
but also a way of living. Urdu is global language. Urdu
poetry has the ability to depict all the spheres of human
life.

Dr Rehaz Gokhool read his paper “The teaching of
Urdu in Mauritius”. He said that Urdu language which
started in the Madrassah, has reached the university level
today. He also mentioned the literary work of the great
Urdu pioneer, Mr Enayat Hossen Edun. It’s through his
efforts that Urdu was spread in every corner of the country
since 1970. He proudly to said that in these 50 years itself,
Mauritius has created many Urdu poets, Short story
writers, Novelist and dramatist. He added that the
National Urdu Institute and the Urdu Speaking Union
have played vital role in the promotion of Urdu Language.

Dr Waseem Begum’s paper entitled “Feminism in
Modern Urdu Literature” was indeed a lively one which
drew the attention of the audience. She voiced out the
ordeal and trauma caused on our mothers and sisters
which our female writers gave importance in their
writings. In today’s era, women are competing with men
and have a better place in the society.
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Cultural Programme:

A “Mehfil-e-Ghazal” was also scheduled at 20hr30.
The famous ghazal singer from Pakistan, Mr Adeel Khan
Burki, sponsored by the Greenwich University, Karachi,
performed on the occasion. He was accompanied by our
local musicians. His performance was really outstanding
and touched the heart of everyone.It is to be noted that he
has to his credit 14 albums upto now and has performed
in different countries namely, India, Dubai, Bangkok etc.
He has achieved several wards but the most precious is
the Presidential Award as best ghazal singer offered by
the President Parwez Musharaf in the year 2004.

It is to mention that the “Mehfil-e-Ghazal” started by
some couplets sung by our local famous Ghazal singer
Mr Bilal Lalmohamed.

Saturday 28th November:

The first session was conducted by Waseem Begum
and presided by Prof Dr Tehsin Firaqi.

Prof Dr Galal Elsaid read his paper “Translation of
Urdu books in Egypt”. He talked about the Egypt
government and private institutions in promoting Urdu
language. He announced that more than 200 books have
been published through the translation institution and
Urdu is the third language that can link the world as one
entity.

Then, Dr Christina Oesterheld presented her paper
“Urdu in Germany & beyond”. She said that Urdu was
named as Hindustani before and later Urdu. After 1957,
Urdu became a subject in Universities where translations
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of Iqbal and Ghalib’s poetry were done. Urdu has now
achieved recognition and attained a place in Germany.

Soon after, Dr Swabir Goodur’s paper “Creative
writing in Urdu in Mauritius – A brief survey” was read.
He laid emphasis on how Urdu was protected as a cultural
heritage in Mauritius. He talked about the Mauritian Urdu
writers namely Mr Enayat Hossen Edun, Mr Cassam
Heera, Twahir Dhoomoon, Haniff Caunhye, Said Meeajan,
Farook Rujul, Rashid Neerooa, Abdus Salaam Ahmadi
Khaleck Bauccha and others. He gave assurance about a
bright future of Urdu in Mauritius.

Prof Zulqarnain Ahmed from University of
Karachi,Pakistan presented his paper entitled “The
teaching of Urdu outside the sub-continent”. He said that
this language started like an ordinary language and is
today a language of great authority which also has the
potential to conquer the attention of higher authorities too.

Dr Shagufta Yasmin’s paper entitled “Distance
Education & Urdu”was read. She said that the fragrance
of Urdu language has crossed the boundary of the sub-
continent and is now present round the globe.

The second and last academic session was conducted
by Dr Bhupinder Singh Parihar and presided by Prof Dr
Shafey Kidwai.

Mr Rajesh Narayan Reddy presented his paper
“Relevance of Urdu in Mass Media and Entertainment
Industry”. He highlighted thatwithout Urdu in
Hindustani movies, songs and dialogue would never be
successful as it is. Indeed thanks to the poetry of Kaifi
Azmi, Majrouh Sultanpuri, sahir Ludhyanwi, the famous
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Qadir Khan, Salim Javed and Gulzaar that the Mass Media
and the entertainment industry have been successful.

The last paper was read by Dr Mohammad Kazim
entitled “Urdu Theatre after Parsi Theatre – a historical
journey”. He highlighted thatthrough street plays and
stage drama, Urdu drama has gain recognition in Urdu
literature worldwide.

Closing Ceremony:

The closing ceremony was held at 15hr at the
Multipurpose Hall of the IGCIC, Phoenix. The former Vice
President of the Republic of Mauritius, Mr Abdool Raouf
Bundhun was our chief guest. The Chairman of the USU,
Mr Shehzad A.Ahmed, High Commissioner of India, H.E.
Mr Anup Kumar Mudgal, High Commissioner of
Pakistan, H.E. Major General (Retd) Raza Muhammad
HI(M), Dr. K. Sreenivasarao, and Prof Dr. Khwaja
Mohammad Ekramuddin addressed the gathering.

On that occasion, shields were offered to each and
every delegate as a memento. Our Mauritian scholar who
participated in the conference i.e Dr Swabir Goodur, Dr
Rehaz Gokhool and Mr Said Meeajun were also offered a
shield.

Resolutions

At the end of the conference, a special sitting with
both national and international scholars was arranged
where several suggestions and resolutions were proposed
and finalized which are mentioned below:
• To link Urdu with modern technology by organizing

training camp or workshop so that the new generation
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are fully equipped with the tools of technology.
• To hold the next conference with more young Urdu

students, scholars and representatives from abroad.
To liaise with foreign government to sponsor the
foreign students.

• To award the upcoming artists during the conference
to boost creative writing.

• To assemble all those showing an interest in creativity
and provide proper training in Urdu Poetry, Short
stories and Drama.

• To establish a Grand National library by the
government where Urdu books from all countries
where Urdu is being spoken, written and taught are
made available.

• To give a boost and proper training to Urdu Drama
from stage to radio and Television and organize Urdu
Drama Festival.

• To make a demand from the government of Mauritius
to establish Urdu chair and request the government
of India and Pakistan to cooperate in the establishment
of the Urdu Chair.

• To provide a good footage for Urdu language and
literature in Mauritius by organizing Ghazal Nite,
Mushaira, Qawwali etc on a yearly basis.

• To have more translation works done by the new
generation whereby Urdu books are translated into
English and French. This gesture will depict a good
picture of Urdu language and Urdu literature to the
speakers of western languages and show them how
Urdu is rich.
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• To organize World Urdu Conference not yearly but
at least after every two or three years.

• To hold the next World Urdu Conference in 2017 on
the occasion of the 200th birth anniversary of Sir Syed
Ahmed Khan on a large scale.

Cultural Programme:

The last cultural programme i.e “Mehfil-e-Qawwali”
by Nizami brothers was held at 20hr30. The qawwali
programme was another great success. The public was
overwhelmed by their performance. The two main singers
Ghulam Sabir Nizami and Ghulam Waris Nizamiare one
of the most formed Qawwali singer. They belong to the
legendary Sikenderabad Gharana. Ghulam Sabir Nizami
& brothers are Darbari Aastana singers of Hazrat Khwaja
Nizamuddin Aulia Hazrat Khwaja Amir Khausrau (RA)
in New Dehli. They have been awarded with several titles,
including “Khusrau Nizami” from the Dargah
Nizamuddin Aulia.

******
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Speech By Honorable Minister of
Culture, Mauritius

Mr. Santa Ram Babu
Ladies and Gentlemen

It gives me great pleasure to address you this morning on
the occasion of the Opening Ceremony of the third World
Urdu Conference in Mauritius. At the outset, let me wish
a warm welcome to our foreign delegates and eminent
personalities from different countries who have a common
bond of the Urdu language.

The theme of the conference is “The Relevance of
Urdu in the Globalised World’. It’s indeed a fact today
that we are witnessing a rapid development taking place
at all levels. As far as languages and cultures are concerned
it is imperative that we prepare ourselves to face challenges
ahead. I am sure that this World Urdu Conference will
give opportunity to harness our efforts to find out solutions
of the challenges.

My ministry is not leaving any stone unturned to
promote and preserve all languages forming part of our
linguistic heritage. Urdu language is a language of poetry
that entrenches love, peace and humanism. I would like
to place on record here the excellent and phenomenal
works being done by the Urdu Speaking Union since its
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inception for the promotion and preservation of this
language of love, compassion and of mutual
understanding.

I have been informed that during this month of
November only the Urdu Speaking Union in collaboration
with other stake holders have organised three major events
namely “Aqeedat ke Phool” (National Naat Competition),
Yaum-e-Iqbal and now the World Urdu Conference. These
activities indeed show the dedication and commitment of
the members of the Urdu Speaking Union to whom I
congratulate for this laudable efforts.

This World Urdu Conference is being organized in
the context of festival of India in Mauritius under the aegis
of the Indian High Commission. I seize this opportunity
to extend my gratitude to the Indian High Commission
and to all the stake holders namely the Pakistan High
Commission also for making this conference possible.

Ladies and Gentlemen

I will now say a few words in Urdu

Mein hukoomat ki taraf se Urdu Speaking Union ki
iss conference ke ehtemaam ke liye Mubarak baad deta
houn aur saath hi tamaam delegates ko khush amdeed
kehta houn. Ummeed hein ke ye conference kameyab ho
aur iss se Mauritius mein Urdu ko aage barhane mein
madad mileigi.

With this note I wish you all a fruitful and successful
conference.

 I thank you for your attention.

*******
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World Urdu Conference on The
Relevance of Urdu in the Globalized

World 26-28 November 2015. Mauritius

Dr.K. Sreenivasarao
 Secretary, Sahitya Akademi , Delhi

H.E. Mrs.Ameenah Gurib-Fakim, President of the
Republic of Mauritius, E.Mr. Santaram BabuHon’ble
Minister of Arts and Culture, H.E.Mr.Anup Kumar
Mudgal. High Commissioner of India, H.E—Raza
Mulummad, high Commissioner of Pakistan to Mauritius,
Mr.Shehzad A. Ahmed, President. Urdu Speaking Union,
Dr.Khwaja Mohd. Ekramuddin, Professor, Centre of
Indian Languages School of Language, Litrature and
Culture Studies, Jawaharlal Nehru University, Prof.Ejaz
Ali Arshad, , Mr.Anwar Dost Muhammad , Secretary Urdu
Speaking Union, Members of Indian writers’ delegation,
scholars, ladies and gentlemen.

It gives me great pleasure in participating in this
World Urdu Conference. Urdu is one of the most beautiful
and sweetest of the languages in the world. Someof the
finest concepts of poetics, loftiest of the philosophies and
aesthetics which the world has seen are to be found in
Urdu language. Over the past two centuries, Urdu has
developed a rich tradition in a variety of poetic genres.
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I am very happy that this conference is taking place
today in Mauritius. Mauritius is not only one of the most
beautiful countries with many exotic locales, variety of
languages and diverse races. It is also a country of literary
treasures. Sheer confluence of languages and races from
civilizations rich with literary and cultural wealth has
ensured constant quality literary production. Mauritian
literature in the modem sense of the term is about 250 years
and is filled with same amount of variation, if not more,
of the external phenomena. Exoticism, multi-cultural
conflicts, maritime stories, plenty of poetry about Nature,
its beauty and ceaseless authority over all the existence,
plays about almost all the phases and colors of life and
much more.

When we talk of Urdu literature, most people tend to
connect that expression with Ghazal and Nazm. They are
wrong. Urdu poetry has been the hallmark of Urdu
literature. But we should also remember that Urdu
literature contains some of the finest novels, short stories
and plays ever written. Some of the most popular and great
writers of modem India are Urdu writers.

But with all other languages and literature of the
world today, Urdu literature also is facing a serious
challenge in the rapidly changing societies and lifestyles,
the world shrunk by the giant leaps in science and
technology and the world of seemingly ever expanding
horizons of instant gratification filled world of internet
which seem to be on the verge of consuming people’s time
and life.

Voices are being heard about how vernacular
languages should embrace the modern life, science and
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technology etc. Demands are being witnessed that
vernacular languages contain more and more science and
fact related content.

But mere presence of scientific content in, say Urdu
or Hindi, enable the language to meet the challenges it
faces in the modern, globalized world adequately?

Any and all literature reflects social and mental reality.
In that sense they are mirrors of times in which they are
created. Today’s world is highly Anglicized than ever
before. In Asia especially the impact of Anglican world
and western lifestyle has been very huge. That is also one
of the factors that is causing a number of languages being
spoken by feber and fewer with every passing year or the
iterature being filled with highly superfluous and aped
western content.

Like other dignitaries, I am also very keen to listen to
the scholars who are assembled here on this fascinating
topic which also hold relevance and importance to a
number of other languages in Indian sub-continent.

I would like to signoff with few words about Sahitya
Akademi, the organization 1 represent. Sahitya Akademi
publishes hundreds of titles every year in 24 recognized
Indian languages, organizes literary events including
Seminars and Symposia in 24 languages throughout the
year, confers Awards and Fellowships, issues travel grants
to writers and much more.

Within in India and abroad, Sahitya Akademi takes a
number of initiatives to promote Urdu language and
literature. We organize Urdu literary events including
Seminars, Symposia and workshops in Urdu across the
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country and through the year. We also publish 100s of
Urdu titles in a given year and needless to say they are
the crowd pullers.

I would like to state here that the Akademi will
provide all kinds of support to the promotion of Urdu
literature in Mauritius.

Sahitya Akademi too, in the past had sent delegations
to Mauritius and received and hosted delegations from
Mauritius. As recently as in 2013 Sahitya Akademi
conferred its highest Honor, that of Honorary Fellowship
on Sri Abhimanyu Unnuth one of the distinguished writers
from Mauritius.

Thank you all.

*******
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Urdu in Germany / in German
Language

Christina Oesterheld
South Asia Institute Heidelberg

Germany

1. The Historical Background

In Germany, studies in the modern spoken languages
of the Sub-continent were preceded by the classical
languages such as Sanskrit and Persian. One early work,
later forgotten work by a Person of German origin is the
Hindustani grammar of Jean JosuaKetelaar (Kettler) which
was, however, written in Dutch and completed in India
in 1698. The manuscript was never published and until
the 1930s was considered to be lost. In contrast to later
works it was primarily driven by commercial, not
missionary interests.

The first translation of the New Testament of the bible
into the Dakhini variety of Urdu was prepared by the
missionary Benjamin Schultze (1689-1760) in Madras and
printed at Leipzig in 1748, following a translation of
the Psalms printed in 1747. More interesting than
the translation is the grammar section (Die
SchultziGrammaticaHindostanica) written in Latin and
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printed at Leipzig in 1748. This work, too, was almost
forgotten until it was published with an English and Urdu
translation and copious notes by the MajlisTaraqqi-i Adab,
Lahore, in 1977.(1)

Mention needs also to be made of the Austrian
AloysSprenger (1813-1893) who acted as principal of the
Delhi college from 1845 until 1848, where he built up the
Vernacular Translation Society, produced an English-
Hindustani Grammar (1845) and founded the illustrated
journal Qiranas-sadain. From 1848-1849 he stayed in to
Lucknow to prepare a catalogue of the royal library. Its
first volume was published in 1854 while the rest of the
material was never published. The library itself was
destroyed in the uprising of 1857.(2)  Sprenger also acted
as examiner of the Fort William College at Calcutta and as
secretary of the Asiatic Society of Bengal. After his return
to Germany, his personal library was acquired by the
Prussian State Library in Berlin in 1858. The collection
originally contained 96 Hindustani manuscripts some of
whom were lost during the war.(3)

2. The Beginning of Urdu teaching and
Translating from Urdu into German

All throughout the 18th  and early 19th century the focus
remained on Sanskrit and Persian literature which was
studied with great enthusiasm by German scholars and
writers and inspired eminent German poet, among whom
Goethe is probably best known among Urdu speakers. The
first scholar and writer who got interested in contemporary
Urdu literature was Friedrich Rosen (1858-1935). He knew
Arabic, Turkish, Persian and Urdu and was the first
Hindustani teacher at the ‘’Seminar fur
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OrientalischeSprachen” (School of Oriental
Languages) from 1887-1890. In 1891 he published his PhD
thesis on Amanat’sIndarsabhawhich later inspired Paul
Lincke to compose his operetta ImReiche des Indra
(At Indra’s Court./ lndra’s Empire) which was staged with
great success in 1899, but had very little in common with
Amanat’s play. Rosen served in the German Foreign
Service, and after his retirement in 1925 he published an
article on the history of Urdu literature to a compendium
on literary studies.(4)

Private tuition in Hindustani was first offered in Berlin
by Franz Jobaentgen in 1865-67.(5) The “Seminar fur
OrientalischeSprachen” was founded in 1887 on the
insistence of Chancellor Bismarck and until 1914
developed into a centre for the teaching of African and
Asian languages. It was nominally attached to the
university, but independent in matters of administration
and staff. The teaching staff did not enjoy the same status
as that of the university, and students at the institute were
not entitled to attend lectures at the university. The first
South Asian language to be ‘taught was Hindustani. Rosen
was followed by language instructors of Indian descent:
DjamiChanGhori from 1890-93 and 1894-1915, Ardeshir
M Vaccha, a Parsee from Bombay, from 1917-1934.
Hindustani was closely linked with Persian. Between 1887
and 1918 ten examinations for language diplomas are
recorded, and five interpreters for these languages found
employment with the German Foreign office.(6)   Overall,
enrolment was rather low, with a maximum of five
participants in the initial years.(7)  It was thus much
smaller than in courses of Chinese - a fact to be come across
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even at present, caused by the widespread assumption
that transactions in South Asia can be easily conducted in
English.

The background for founding the institute, however,
was not a heightened interest in the languages taught and
their literatures, but the practical purpose of training
Germans first for the intended expansion of trade with
Asia and later for work in the German colonies in Africa,
along with the feeling to be lagging behind France and
England with regard to training in the spoken languages
of Africa and Asia.8  Hence later Gujarati was taught as
the language of Indian trading communities in East Africa.
Teaching at the school was clearly aimed at developing
practical language skills which could be used to further
political designs of the German Empire as well as
commercial interests of German companies. This also
provided the background for August Seidel’s (1863-1916)
Theoretisch-praktische Grammatik der Hindustani-
SprachemitzahlreichenUbungstucken in arabischerSchrift
(Wien 1893). For the first time more emphasis was placed
on translation and interpreting skills on the model of those
imparted at languages schools in France, Russia and
Austria. The director even suggested that Young
employees of business establishments dealing with the
respective regions should be sent for two years of language
training to the school.9 Language teaching was
accompanied by instruction in a wide range of background
and practical knowledge of the regions concerned. In the
opening ceremony the director specifically stressed that
the school was to be a place for acquiring practical/applied
knowledge instead of pursuing “pure” scholarship.(10
)The dichotomy between purely philological studies in the
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comparative-historical method practised in the study of
the classical languages and the teaching of spoken
languages was thus emphasized. The language skills of
young scholars were also employed to establish contacts
with anti- British Indian intellectuals in Germany. Among
them Was Helrnuth von Glasenapp(1891-1963) whose
father translated Iqbal’s poem “Eksham (darya—i- Neckar
Hiedelbergkekinarepar)” into German (published in 1925).
It is this very translation which is engraved on a boulder
at the banks of the Neckar in Heidelberg.

Recordings were made of the language of Indian
prisoners of war in camps near Berlin where Helrnuth von
GIasenapp who today is remembered as one of the leading
German Ideologists and scholars on Buddhism, was
responsible for dealing with Muslim prisoners and the
languages Hindi/Hindustani/Urdu and Punjabi. Some of
the recordings are among the first in the respective
languages. A11 are accompanied by transcriptions and
translations. Even the call of the muezzin in the camp at
Wunsdorf, called the “HaIbmondlager  (crescent camp)
because of the Muslim majority among the prisoners, was
recorded. Documents in South Asian languages comprise
282 items on 193 records, 49 items them in “Hindi” and 22
in “Hindustani”.(11) It would indeed be interesting to
compare these two groups to understand the basis for the
distinction between the languages. Did the collectors go
by the name ascribed to the Language by the speaker, by
the religious denomination Hindu=Hindi,
Muslim=Hindustani? Or was the decision based on a
linguistic analysis of the material, which, however, seems
unlikely at the initial stage.
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The intention of this project was to “turn around” the
prisoners, that is, to turn themagainst the British through
German propaganda efforts, and to provide a data base
for teaching languages in use in the German colonies in
Africa after the war. However, despite the Loss of the
colonies, recordings on shellac records were continued
even after World War One until 1944.

The project can be regarded as an illustration of
Edward Saeed’s critique of orientalism as a tool of
imperialist ordination/power/designs. At the same time,
however, it is quite likely that some scholars involved in
the project under the cover of the official purpose pursued
their very personal academic interests. But like with
language teaching at the Oriental Seminary, language and
culture where regarded only as instruments for practical
political and commercial purposes, in stark contrast with
studies in the classical languages Sanskrit and Persian at
German universities which until the early twentieth
century were free from such considerations of usefulness
and practical value. It is a different matter that classical
Ideological studies were instrumentalised by the Nazis
since the 1930s.

These recordings are still preserved and have been
digitized at Humboldt University’s sound archive in
Berlin, thus providing searchable access in the internet,
but this unique collection of voice recordings of speech,
song and music still awaits systematic linguistic research.
In 2007 Philip Schaffer produced a film titled “The
Halfmoon Files” which was based on material in the
archive.(12)

The loss of the German colonies in Africa initially
reduced the interest in language training but Tara Chand
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Roy from Lahore taught Hindi and Hindustani at the
School of Oriental Languages and its successor institutions
from 1925 until 1945. Roy (born in 1890) had settled in
Germany in 1915 and had also collaborated with the
German Foreign Office during the war. One of the texts
mentioned in the Hindustani courses offered by him is
Mir Amman’s Urdu classic Bagh-o-bahar. (13)

In the 1930s the school was restructured and renamed
as “Auslandshochschule” (Institute of Foreign Studies).
European languages were added to the curriculum. Roy
remained the single language instructor for Hindi/
Hindustani. In 1935, after intervention by the Foreign
Office, Dr. DevendraNathBannerjea got his contract for
teaching “Realien” (social, political and economic
problems of India) of 1929 xtended in recognition of his
services to the Foreign Office. He was considered to be
rticularly useful in keeping Indians in Germany away from
“Bolshevik” influence. He was, however, transferred to
Faculty of Public law.(14) From 1943until 1945 Bannerjea
also taught Hindustani/Urdu at the Indological Institute
of the university. In addition to this, modern Indian
languages were offered at the Faculty of Foreign Studies
of the university which was formed in 1940 combining
the Auslandshochschule and the German School of
Political Science (Deutsche Hochschule fur Politik).
Tarachand Roy continued to teach Hindustani at the new
faculty. The overall dominating purpose of teaching at the
faculty was to educate specialists for the secret service and
propaganda missions. Strategic interests became the main
driving force. After the Auslandshochschule and its
valuable library had already been completely destroyed
in World War II, with the German capitulation in 1945
and the collapse of the Third Reich both the faculty and
German Institute of Foreign Studies ceased to exist.
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The Seminar fur OrientalischeSprachen (School of
Oriental Languages) was re-established at Bonn University
in 1959, but without a focus on “Hindustani”.

Otto Speies (1901-1981) who had taught Arabic and
Islamic studies at Aligarh in 1932-1936 translated some
works Syed SulaimanNadwi from the Urdu into Germany
and together with Ernst Bannerth wrote a text book of
Hindustani ( Lehrbuch der Hindustani Sprache) which
was published in 1945.(15 )It is interesting to note that at
this stage the Devanagari script was added as an appendix,
thus exemplifying the in comparison with Urdu as yet
secondary role/ status of modern standard Hindi, at least
in the perception of the book’s author.

It is worthy that Urdu/Hindustani was not studied
in the context of Islamic studies which were centred on
Arabic and to a lesser degree on Persian. The
overwhelming importance of Urdu for South Asian Islam
was widely neglected because of the almost exclusive focus
on the Arab countries and Iran.

3. Urdu Teaching at GcrmanUnivcrsities since 1945

After the war classical indological studies were
continued in numerous German universities, were mostly
modern Indian languages where combined with the study
of Sanskrit.  In addition to that centres for the study of
modem South Asia were founded in both German states
on the model of centres for regional studies. At the
Humboldt University in East Berlin the indogical
department was first renamed “Institute of Indian Studies”
(1951). then fused with the South East Asian institute and
in 1968 became a section of the School of Asian Studies
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(Section Asienwissenschaften) which also included East
Asian Studies.(16)  The first course in urdu offered by Dr.
Helmut Nespital in 1967-68, however, not as an
independent course for beginners, but as an additional
option for students with a prior basic knowledge of Hindi.
This is the practice prevailing even today at most German
universities. The second, this time full course in Urdu was
offered from 1972-1976, combined with a major in English.
It was specifically designed to train interpreters and
translators. Out of this second batch, one graduate (the
“present writer) specialised on Urdu literature and in 1975
was employed in this capacity by the Department of South
Asian Studies. Courses on the history of Urdu literature
were a regular part of the curriculum for students of Indian
history from the late 1970s until 1990.

When the South Asia Department at the Humboldt
University was cut down to a department for Indian
history in 1994, language instruction was reduced to Hindi
with only limited occasional introductory or conversation
courses in Urdu. At the Free University in West Berlin a
chair for Indian Philology was created only in 1971,
twenty-three years after the foundation of the university
in 1948, but instruction in Hindustani had commences as
early as 1949 as part of Indo-Iranian Studies. It, however,
vanished from the curriculum very soon to be replaced
by Hindi in 1952 which then also disappeared to return in
1955.17  In later curricula Urdu and Bengali are mentioned
side by side with Hindi. The study of modern languages
was probably always combined with Sanskrit.18 Until the
end of the 1970s the Indian studies at the Free university
remained mostly concentrated on ancient India and the
teaching of modern languages limited to Hindi. Only when
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Helmut Nespital who had worked on Hindi and Urdu
took over the Chair for Indian Philology in 1990 Urdu
teaching and Urdu studies to some degree complemented
those of Hindi.

Language instruction and linguistic research on south
Asian languages was again seriously affected in Berlin by
the abolition of the Chair for Modem Indian Languages at
the Free University after Helmut Nespital’s premature
death in 2001.The Chair for Indian Philology was equally
terminated when the chair holder, Harry Falk, retired in
2012. As a consequence South Asian languages do no
longer exist as a separate field of teaching and research in
Berlin but only as part of the South Asian Studies
curriculum.

The second centre for South Asian studies, the South
Asia Institute at the University of Heidelberg, was
established in 1962 and from the start included Urdu as
one of the four South Asian languages to be taught in
regular courses. Here, as in many other places, the study
of modem languages and literatures was part of the
indological department at first, but in 1994 a separate chair
for “Modern Indology” was created and later renamed
into Department of Modem South Asian Languages and
Literatures. Instruction in the modern languages including
Urdu was intensified raising the weekly classes fiom 4 to
8 for the first two semesters,(17). Klein. 208-10.

makingit the most intensive programme for Urdu in
the German speaking region. In addition to our regular
courses we also offer Urdu summer schools on three levels
that are open to all.
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Munich University offers combined courses in Hindi/
Urdu (6 periods a week in the first Year, 2 in the following
year). At several other universities (Hamburg, Leipzig,
Bonn, Tubingen) occasionally provide classes in Urdu as
appendix to Hindi. There is nothing wrong with
Cornbiningthe teaching of Hindi and Urdu. At Heidelberg
we also offer courses in Urdu script to students of Hindi
and encourage all students to learn both languages, but
Urdu here is not automatically relegated to a secondary
status or second choice - it can very well be taken up as
the first choice without any compulsion to learn Hindi as
well. The dominance of Hindi at foreign universities the
world over mirrors the displacement of Urdu by Hindi in
India since 1947 and in a way also the dominance of India
over Pakistan in common perceptions about South Asia,
not the least due to the Hippy movement and the
popularity of the so-called Hindi films.

As far as problems of Urdu teaching in present-day
Germany are concerned, a rather new phenomenon is the
presence of a substantial number of “heritage students”
in our classes who understand and speak the language
but often are not able to read and write Nastaleeq and
whose vocabulary is limited to colloquial language. Since
we don’t have the capacity to run separate courses for this
group of students they have to undergo the same kind of
instruction as those without any prior knowledge of the
language. This unequal starting position may result in the
former to be bored and the latter to feel under stress, but
it can also create a livelier atmosphere in class and provide
interesting insights into colloquial situations and everyday
life. Globalisation, on the other hand, and the all-penrasive
presence of the internet are a big boon for language
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teaching. When I compare the easy availability of all kinds
of language material literary texts, blogs, video clips, films,
songs etc.)with the scarcity of original maMal in my
student days, the advantages of the present situation are
obvious. However, Urdu circles still lag behind with
regard to online teaching material.

Wondem projects have been initiated for Urdu
literature, and we make ample use of them in teaching
our courses on Urdu pw and prose. Beginners’ courses
are rare in comparison and often restricted to institutional
users. Urdu-waalaas tend to attach too much importance
to poetry and little to the role of Urdu as a functiod
language, which, however. is most imponant for mol
language learners. Printed teaching materials are rare in
German. An introduction to the Urdu phonetics and script
was published b H.J. Vermeer, WaheedaAkhtar and
Akhtar Ali in 1966, followed by a brief introduction into
Urdu grammar by the same authors in 1967. At present at
Heidelberg University we are preparing a new
introductory Urdu course in German language that hope-
1 fully will go to the press in 2016. When we compare this
situation with that for Chinese, the contrast becomes
crystal clear. The basic deference still is in the approach to
the “vernacular” South Asian languages as secondary to
the elite language English, anotion cemented by the
regional elites themselves. Nevertheless, our students tend
to realise how liited an access through English is and how
many new opportunities are opened up for them by the
knowledge of local languages. This is also reflected in the
growing use of Urdu as a tool for field studies in all kind
of scientific projects.
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4. Research Activities on/in Urdu

Research on Urdu literature was conducted in Berlin
(Christina Oesterheld: Phd on three novels by
QurratulainHyder) and is currently concentrated in
Heidelberg. Helmut Nespital published linguistic research
by on the verb system of Hindi/ Urdu and on aspects of
language history. At Munich University linguistic research
and research on machine transliteration is going on, and
different projects in the field of linguistics are under way
at Konstanz (miriam Butt) and at Stuttgart University, for
example “Tagging”, based on samples from daily Jang,
including transliteration into machine translation.

 Apart from research on Urdu language and literature,
Urdu has developed into an important medium for
research in other fields. The most prominent of them
apparently are Islamic Studies with research projects going
on in several institutions all over Germany. Apart from
universities those are the ZentrumModerner Orient (ZMO)
Berlin, the Center for Literary and Cultural Research
Berlin(ZfL), the Max Planck Institute of Human
Development Berlin, the think tankStiftungWissenschaft
und Politik (German Institute for International and
Security Affairs - SWP) Berlin. Some of the projects are
closely linked to political Science, global history,
conceptional  history, the history of emotions, the history
of religions etc. Other fields are ethnographic studies of a
wide variety, studies on indigenous systems of medicine,
in particular unanimedicine and bioethics in Muslim
societies, and geographical field studies. Unfortunately
there is still too little engagement with Urdu sources in
economic research and in projects within political science.
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5. Literary Translation since 1945

Well-known in Urdu circles arc AnnrnarieSchimmel’s
translations of Urdu short storiesand in particular of
classical Urdu poetry as well as ChristophBurgel’sIqbla
translations.(19) There are a lot of other translations
scattered in various anthologies which are probably not
known outside the German language area. Hence I will
mention a few of them here.

First attemptsat literary translation from the Urdu into
German after 1945 were short doriesin theanthology
DerTigerkonig(the tiger king, Berlin 1977, 1973).Which
included to Urdu stories translated by  HelmutNespital.
Stories by Manto and Premchand figured prominently in
translation projects, but the most ambitious projects was
UrsualRothen’santhology of Urdu literature
AlIahsIndischerGerten(Frauenfeld1989) comprising poetry
and prose from  the early 18thto the 20th century. German
translations of quite a number of Urdu short stories and
poemsare scattered inliterary - journals and anthologies.(20)
What we lack, however, is a German translationof any
contemporary Urdu novel. Ruswa’sUmrao- Jan Ada is the
only novel which has been

completely translated into German so far, again by
the Swiss scholarUrsulaRothen ( Zurich 19 71). This sheds
light on the situation in the German publishing industry

whichis still oriented toward easily available works
in English and prefers to get bookstranslated which
havealready been proved successful in the international
market.
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6. Literary activities in Germany

Apart from courses in literature and literary   events
at the universities, a number of Urdu writers and poets
are active in Germany and also arrange poetry recitations
and literary gatherings. Urdu Anjumansandcultural
associations exist in Berlin, Frankfurt,  Karlsruhe and
othercities. Unfortunately their activities are sometimes
marred by personal rivalries and ideological conflicts--a
reason for me to rather keep away from them. Among the
literary Urdu publications coming out of Germany
mentions needs to be made of HaiderQureshi’sJadidadab,
aliterary journal of high standing having an online as well
as a print edition.

Heidelbergofcourse especially attracts Urdu lovers for
the relation to Iqbal. All visitors withan Urdu background
visit the Iqbal Embankment of the Neckar and go to have
a look at the boardinghouse in which Iqbal stayed in 1907.
Every year an Iqbal Day is celebrated here, and the
extensive Iqbal collection of our library will soon be
exhibited together with a portrait of Iqbal in show cases
in the main reading room of our library.

7. Conclusion: Urdu and Globalization

Globalization has turned into a fashionable term in
the last decades. There can be no doubt that modem forms
of transport and communication have enormously
accelerated all kinds of transnational and international
exchange. We should not forget, however, that human
societies have lived in constant interaction and exchange
since antiquity. Languages and literatures are excellent
evidence for these processes.
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In German literature a heightened interest in non-
European cultures and literatures becomes evident in the
17th centuries with numerous translations of Arabic,
Persian and Sanskrit textsand poetic as well as dramatic
works inspired by them. Among the most influential
sources were the Arabian Nights, the Ghazals of Hafiz and
some Sanskrit plays. Of such literary works in German,
Goethe’s MahometsGesang(1774) and West-
OstlicherDiwan(1819) are wellknown in Urdu circles due
to Iqbal’s engagement with these texts: his adaptation Ju-
e aband his response to Goethe’s divan in Payam-i-mashriq.

The German states had no colonial interests in Asia
at that time. The study of classical languages of the “East”
thus was not instrumental in consolidating ‘colonial
supremacy but was inspired by scholarly thirst for
knowledge and the search for a non-bourgeois,
romanticized “Other”, not the least as a kind of escape
from oppressive political and social conditions at ‘home.
The Orient was seen as a metaphor for transcendental
freedom. German thinkers developedthe concept of a
“progressive universal poetics”. The polyglot Orientalist
FriedrichRuckert (1788-1866) established the Ghazal form
in German poetry maintaining its original structure,
whereas Schlegel (1772-1829) and Goethe had adapted it
with slight variations.

This romantic interest in the Orient also serves to
explain why in contrast to Britain there was no interest in
the spoken languages of the Sub-continent. The situation
changed in the 1870 after the foundation of the German
Empire when the grown economic and political power of
Germany fostered expansionist aspirations. Instruction in
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Hindustani thus was a means to support political,
diplomatic and expected colonial activities. This cleavage
between scholarly interest in classical languages on the
one hand and a purely practical, utilitarian approach
tomodern languages was to dominate the scene well into
the second half of the twentieth century. Individual studies
and translations such as that of Rosen remained exceptions
rather than the rule. Only when the concept of Indology
was broadened toward South Asian area studies in the
1950s and 1960s modem languages and their literary
cultures developed into a field of scholarly enquiry and
modern languages began to be used as entry into all kinds
of discourses, opening up new fields for scholarly enquiry.

Through scientific studies and translations the vast
field of Urdu sources on history, religion,anthropology ,
medicine, pedagogys etc. Was thus made accessible to a
wider audience all over the world and became a subject
of teaching at universities, particularly in English. The  sub-
continent’s close connection in English no doubt facilitated
this process of cultural translation. On the other hand, the
prestige and utility of English as the foremost language of
international discourse and of career advancement poses
a threat to vernacular languages not only in south Asia.
We may hence say that the rapid globalization we are
presently expressing helps the spared of Urdu, but global
mobility may also prompts speakers to turn away from
Urdu. That most parents would prefer English medium
schools for their children is ample proof of tendency.

The internet, on the other hand , has provided a great
boost to Urdu. It has made publishing much easier, made
Urdu sources available worldwide and has thus
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immensely enhanced the visibility of the language.
Digitization projects bring classical sources which
previously had been hard to access onto the reach of the
international community of readers and researchers and
preserve them for posterity. Our thanks should therefore
go out to those who as labour of love in west time, energy
and money on these endeavors.

******
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Urdu: A Language of Collective
Cultural Psyche

Aziz Parihar
New Delhi , India

Globalization in fact is an ongoing process of revisiting,
revisioning and redefining the classical socio-cultural,
literature, lingual and historical value systems, secular
legacies and our roots. In a sense, it is another Renaissance;
a cultural revival where Urdu language along with English
was keen crystallized as lingua franca- a link language
embodying our lingual and cultural being. We as humans
live in language.

Urdu has ever been a language of affirmation and
animilations – a synthesis obtained almost effortlessly
though a spass of nearly eight hundred years. Known by
several nomenclatures such as Hindvi, Rekhta, Urdu-e-
Mu’alla, Urdu evolved as an amalgam of Perso-Arabic and
Indo-Aryan lingual and cultural Streams. Their mutual
trinship and interaction made Urdu a cultural archetype
in the sub-continent and among the New Habitabs of
Urdu   across the globe.

We may remember that Urdu always had a popular
base despite4 the obscurities shrouding the birth of the
language. It is for the historians to explore and investigate
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the genesis and growth of Urdu. For us today, it should
suffice that Urdu has had a rich and varied evolutionary
character. Urdu during the centuries has been changing
irresistibly and almost imperceptibly. Powerful events
such as the Buddhist or Jain movements, the influx of
Persian, Turkish, Arabic and Pushto speating people,
recurrent movements of large armies from one end of the
sub-continent to another polished and quichened the pace
of the change and growth of Urdu as d dialect and a
language with its vocabulary, syntax, phonology,
grammar and linguistic identity. Gradually, the language
adapted itself for literary expression. Hazrat Amir
Khusraon is relevant today not only as an icon of our
cultural ethos, but also for his authentic humanistic
discourse and poetics. It would be a fallacy to imagine
that the changes in Urdu language were unilinear. The
modern Indian languages that made their appearance
around 1000A.D. co-existed and inter-mingled with
several speech trends and currents along with
Apbhramsha.

Hindi and Urdu- not two separate linguistic entities.
Only script separates them. They mutually enrich each
other- Prem Chand, Firaq, are two glaring examples who
not only defined the mysterious relationship between the
two sister languages, but also Indianised the literary
traditions. The fact, however, remains that Sanskritised
Hindi could not become the language of the manes 
not esoteric Pessianized Urdu, in the globalized world,
we find that the journey of Urdu has been the journey
from complexity to simplicity. This accounts for the
popularity, sustenance and survival of Urdu.
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The Script controverity is resolved Urdu has its own
scientific script, therefore, no need to convert it into
Devanagiri script.

Often described and debated in term of a shrinking
of the planet, globalization in fact in the result of the
massive expansion of diverse processes and enterprises
that where once national or regional in their scale and
scope. In case of Urdu vis-à-vis the existence and
emergence of Worldinstitutions, globalization is an
extensive phase of a process that has been ongoing for the
past eight centuries. We will agree that there is something
radically happening which is different-palpable and
perceptible. The local and the liberal seem to come closer.
In Urdu culture and literature, we can perceive
affirmations-particularly literary theory, Interdisciplinary
Approach, the script debate, fusion of Hindi-Irani lingual
ethos etc. Interestingly, there is an activist dimension to
the term globalization exemplified in the slogan-think
globally, act locally.

In the Tungion sense, collective psyche or the
collective unconscious has an inherited aspect which
manifests itself in the form of ahead dreams and
aspirations, memories, myths and common ideas and
ideals. During the nationalist movement, Urdu played a
unifying role, transforming the nation into an integrated
nation aspiring form freedom. The dream of a free nation
was woven into the national psyche, a collective
unconscious that produced great literature, and literary
movements. Urdu in the twentieth century attained its
zenith as a symbol of militant and romantic longing for
liberty. Both the elite and the subaltern shared a common
platform as the goal was one.
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What has sustained and mellowed Urdu is its folk
and colloquial and catholic character. Mir, for instance, is
the last poet in the folk tradition. A poet of musical notes,
pauses and conversational style. The folk moorings pulsate
in his poetry. The popularity of mushaisas is rooted in
age-old collectively shared traditions. In 19th century,
Ghalib extends the legacy in the form of reflective pauses
……….

In Urdu literary writings, the modes and manners of
expression are determined by aspirational sentiments-be
it nature, progressive, mystic, philosophical, nationalist,
modernist poetry, fiction, drama or any other genre. The
figures of speech appear as speech acts unfolding the
layers of a psyche ‘hoary with antiquity’ , to use north
rope Frye’s phrase.

As for the orality of Urdu is concerned, the common
impression has keen that in oral social set-ups, linguistic
instalritieis regarding meaning, spellings and
pronunciation in participate are but natural as they are
not fixed by the standardized power of print. These
instabilities are sometimes called ……………………..
Textual instabilities present real difficulties but they can
be resolved as Urdu language is largely standardized, and
works on  are easily available today. Ambiguistic
richness-not a demerit but a creative virtue. Language, as
Noam Chomsky says is determined by the structure of
mind. Urdu, its structures, are intricately woven into our
collective psyche.

Language is structural like the unconscious.
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The aesthetics of Urdu language caters to our aesthetic
needs-longing for beauty, refinement polish and what
Longinus calls the sublime.

Postmodernism is another Renaissance where Urdu
along with English captures the very essence of our lingual
and cultural being. When we use the term post modernism,
the aesthetic dimension is the issue we are talking about.
When ‘postmodernity’ is aused, the historical period is
intended. Today, the term ‘post-modern’ is relevant as
there is both a change in historical conditions and
circumstances, and there is a kind of poetic project that
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has developed in recent decades. New styles and modes
have emerged in creative and critical writings. However,
these are academic issues that not be elaborated and dwelt
upon here. The crux of the matter is i) Features of
postmodernism are purely textual as the postmodern texts
are recognizably different. I) Culture cannot as we see in
today’s consumer world. This of cause is a challenge to
Urdu language and culture. But we have the satisfaction
that our pure concern is aesthetics-aesthetics in the high
modern world Empty signals of technology. I don’t think
can ever scuttle and scathe what has been for centuries as
deep-rooted-the depth, beauty, coherence, originality and
authenticity – in our commonly shared collective cultural
unconscious.

*******
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